
KOINÈ wall and new suspension version 
design Mandalaki Studio

The Koinè family of lamps designed by Mandalaki Studio for Luceplan 
continues to grow. The new entries (wall and suspension models, 
Ø 20 cm) offer even more flexible and versatile solutions, in line with
the design and the technical lighting research behind the project.
The new wall version with plug attachment has a structure composed
of a slender stem (8 mm) that supports the reflector (diameter 20 cm),
which contains the light source equipped with a mineral glass lens to
project a large cone of light with clear, well-defined contours.
A specific support makes it possible to anchor the stem to the wall.
The on-off function of the lamp happens by simply touching the stem.
The Koinè wall lamp is a very versatile solution, which can be utilized
in various contexts: to add definition to architectural features in a

corridor, or in the hospitality industry to light zones of passage, or to create a more intimate 
atmosphere in the lobby of a hotel. The product can also be installed as a reading lamp, 
beside a bed or an armchair. 

The suspension version with a reflector measuring Ø 20 cm 
conserves the characteristic conical form. It can be installed as a    
single lighting point, or connected to a linear multiple plate with three 
descending points, each capable of hosting one luminous part.    
Thanks to the possibility of grouping various plates that guarantee   
constant power supply and permit rotation of ± 90°, it is possible to  
distribute a large quantity of lighting points based on infinite  
geometric configurations. The attachment, creating designs on the   
ceiling and adapting to various installation requirements, thus  
becomes an integral part of the design of the lamp.
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